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Orthography
DW4I is not meant to be spoken. The language uses 62 characters: digits 0-9, capital letters A-Z, and lowercase letters a-z.

Every word is exactly two letters. Spaces do not separate words in a sentence. Punctuation is not used, and spaces separate sentences.

Grammar
A simple sentence consists of a single verb.

L0
Eating happens.

A subject may be placed before the verb.

XUL0
I eat.

An object may be placed after the verb.

L02z
An apple is eaten.

XUL02z
I eat an apple.

Adjectives follow the words they modify. They may modify any part of speech.

XUL02zAI
I eat a red apple.

Prepositions may be placed before a noun and after a noun or a verb and it’s object.

3q97tx
Person in a building

XUL02z97tx
I eat an apple in a building.

Two nouns may be grouped together, in which the first noun is of or pertaining to the second noun.

txPz
Food building

A word or clause may be enclosed with iz, turning it into a noun.

XUy4izLvL02ziz
I want you to eat an apple.

Relative clauses follow the noun they describe and use the relative pronoun hG.

2z3qL0hG
An apple that a person eats

Numbers are written with digits and enclosed with XV. Numbers behave as adjectives.

2zXV72XV
72 apples

Proper names are enclosed with Mm.

XUevMmBillMm
I am Bill.
**Dictionary**

(Work in progress)

0w: adjective. possible, can
16: noun. soda
1K: noun. parent
1O: verb. cause, create
28: noun. room, chamber
2B: verb. have, own, possess
2D: adjective. happy
2I: preposition. during, while, as
2Q: adjective. flat
2U: noun. tool
2v: adjective. placed on a verb to cause it to be in the past tense
2z: noun. apple
3M: noun. fish
3e: noun. plant
3q: noun. person
4I: adjective. bad
4l: adjective. perfect, immaculate
5D: noun. female
7x: noun. moon
8n: adjective. slow
8u: noun. joke
97: preposition. in, inside, at
9i: adjective. uncommon, unusual, infrequent, strange
A1: adjective. red
BN: adjective. more, to a greater extent
CM: verb. greet, welcome
Cd: adjective. dumb, stupid
DW: noun. language
Dh: adjective. total, entire, whole
Dm: verb. know
EC: adjective. most, to the greatest extent
Em: adjective. every, all
Er: noun. rectangle
HP: adjective. plural
Hd: adjective. fun, entertaining
Hp: noun. ball, sphere
IY: preposition. or
Ie: verb. drink
Ks: adjective. which, what
Je: verb. say, speak, talk, tell
Ji: adjective. placed on a verb to cause it to be in the future tense
Jp: noun. school
L0: verb. eat
LU: verb. thank (for doing something)
LX: noun. child, kid, teenager
Lv: noun. you
Mm: particle. encloses proper names
Nb: noun. prism, block
Np: adjective. here
Oq: verb. go, travel, move
P5: preposition. and
P9: noun. money, currency
Pz: noun. food
QX: verb. need
Qd: adjective. clever, smart, intelligent
Qo: preposition. near, close to
R1: noun. Earth (the planet)
RB: noun. game, sport
RJ: noun. thing
SM: adjective. first, initial
UC: noun. time
UK: noun. position, location, place
UY: adjective. not, no, false
V1: adjective. hot, warm
XA: verb. write
XU: noun. I, me
XV: particle. encloses numbers
Y6: verb. cook (transitive)
YB: noun. water
YC: adjective. fake, spurious
YF: adjective. thirsty
Yl: noun. ingredient
Yi: noun. animal
Yl: adjective. true, yes
ZK: verb. use
Zo: adjective. fast, quick
ZW: verb. see
aQ: adjective. placed on the verb to make the sentence a yes/no question
az: verb. hate
cD: noun. he, she, it
cq: noun. male
dy: adjective. very, a lot, to a great extent
e7: noun. circle
eD: preposition. of, pertaining to, about
ev: verb. be (may be followed by a noun, adjective, or preposition)
gU: preposition. made of
hG: noun. relative pronoun
hc: verb. die
hx: adjective. placed on a verb to make the sentence a command
iM: adjective. main, primary, chief, principal
iz: particle. nominalizer
mV: noun. mud
nB: preposition. by means of
nH: preposition. to, toward
np: noun. part, piece
oS: adjective. this (may be used as a noun)
oU: noun. paper
os: adjective. that (may be used as a noun)
pB: adjective. hungry
pX: noun. name, title
px: verb. hear
qc: adjective. only, just
qm: adjective. should, ought to
rd: noun. bird
sN: noun. lemon
sO: adjective. minority
sl: adjective. new, young
tE: adjective. now, current
tx: noun. building
uA: adjective. most, the majority
vc: noun. land, ground
vf: adjective. good
vj: verb. like, enjoy
wN: adjective. happy, glad
wY: adjective. funny, humorous, silly
xA: verb. find, discover
y4: verb. want
yY: verb. love, adore
zU: noun. snake